
by Ana Brandt



THE QUICK answer? I don’t.	


!
If you are looking at my life on the outside, you will see a mother of three who runs 

three businesses. On the outside looking in, it can look almost impossible. Look at my 

todo list, and you will see it is impossible…for one person to do it all. As I stated 

above, I don’t do it all. Do I do a lot? Yes, do I do it all no? Did I ever? Yes, when 

things were less complicated.	


I will go back a bit in my 14 year career.	


I was a photographer before I became a Mother. It was also during the film days. So 

my long days and nights weren’t at the computer, they were in my spare room or at 

the school lab in the darkroom developing photos. My time stealer was hand coloring 

photos with oils, and reading magazines at Barnes and Noble on photography. 

Laundry and meals were simple as I was first single and then it was just my husband 

and I. I photographed flowers and people and anything else I could get my hands on. 

My time was my own to market, create, design and explore. They were easy days.

Ana Brandt answers the number one question she 
gets asked every day “how do you do i t  a l l  ?”.



I quit my day job as a web designer when I 
was pregnant with my son. I was working by 
day in a regular job photographing child 
models by night to earn money and get my 
name out in the world. We had relocated from 
California to New York and I had a lot to do 
to get my name out there and perfect my 
work. - two things I still do 14 years later. I 
had the luxury of wandering around towns 
and malls while pregnant, entering photo 
competitions, taking workshops and just 
learning and working without much stress or 
worry. !
I was building my business one client at a 
time, working with models to pay bills, and 
handling model calls on the side to work on 
the two areas I was planning on specializing 
in - maternity and newborn. When my son 
came, I knew that I didn’t want to drop him at 
daycare. I wanted him to be right by my side, 
and that he was for 18 months.  !
I worked out of our 1500 square foot condo, 
shooting only when he napped or on the 
weekend when my husband could help. He 
went on lab runs with me, as those were still 
film days and we had to take my film in to 
get developed and head back two days later 
to pick it up.  My clients could pass on stories 
of Evan in my Baby Bjorne strapped to my 
chest during photo sessions, or playing by my 
feet during ordering appointments. I rarely 
did more then one shoot a day, and I did not 
shoot every day.  !

I learned very quickly what I could do while 
he was awake and what I could do while he 
was asleep. I saved anything that required 
thought or concentration for sleeping hours 
and things that were ok to do while he as 
awake, such as run errands, file and shop for 
props.  My first child was a very good sleeper 
and I knew I had the whole work:life:balance 
totally under control. !
When I became pregnant with my second 
child I had already been in California 4 years 
and had a steady clientele that was growing. 
My husband traveled 4-5 days a week and I 
felt like a single mother - a working one that 
is. Juggling was really really hard and my 
daughter didn’t nap like my son. Getting him 
to preschool seemed like an impossible task 
and every time I tried to do anything, she 
wanted to be held. !
At this time, we were now in a house with a 
nice lawn. I would shoot natural light outside 
and inside, and studio light in my garage. 
Each child had their own room and I had an 
office and business was booming. It was time 
for some help. !
I remember cutting wallets one day and my 
husband asked if that was really the best use 
of my time. He told me that I am best taking 
the photos and the sales process, but that 
doing lab runs and cutting wallets was not 
ideal, and then the quest for the perfect 
assistant began. !!

In the beginning when I really couldn’t afford an assistant I hired a babysitter that 
could be a hybrid of helping with kids and photo assistant. 



When Olivia, my second child was a baby I 
ended up getting my very first studio that was 
only open by appointment. Most days all I had 
time for was one photo session during the 2.5 
hours my son was at preschool. My afternoons 
were spent getting a baby and toddler to nap so 
I could work on laundry, food prep and photos.  !
On one of my many lab trips I found out that 
the lab managers daughter was in collage and 
needed an internship. That was the start of 9 
years of interns, and to this day it is one of the 
best ways to hire an assistant. It is also the best 
way to learn how to delegate and discover your 
needs without the stress of payroll. !
I learned very quickly I didn’t need to do it all, 
and that I could accomplish the dreams I had - 
build a business, a family and create an 
environment that allows me to the best that I 
can be if I could get help. And so I did! !
After 6 years of being in California, I became 
pregnant with my 3rd child, had a thriving 
business and moved into a much larger studio 
that accommodated a kids playroom and still 
allowed me to bring my child to work every 
single day. I had a full staff that did everything 
from answer phones, to baby wrangling in 
photo shoots and change my daughters diaper. !
I was finally able to work, while raise children 
and it was a continual juggling act when they 
were babies. Honestly I wouldn’t have it any 
other way.  To some, it is better to leave the 
babies at home and get help there. That is ok 
too. The idea is to learn what is going to work 
for you, your schedule and your sanity! !
Over the years I have learned a ton. I have 
learned how to delegate, manage my time, find 
a way to include my kids not only in my 
business building, but still be there for their 

activities and needs. I have also learned I not 
only need sleep but I need a day off from kids 
and work - even if its not a full day. !
My schedule often changes with each school 
year as my children grown and their needs 
change. But my business also changes, as I am 
continually streamlining and making changes. !!
I often tell those who ask how I have time, to 
just sit down and make a list of all the things  
you do. Now really look at that list. How many 
of those things can be done by someone else? 
And how much time would that free up to 
allow you do something else. When it comes to 
the home chore list, schedule shopping days, 
cooking days and even laundry times so you 
know what you have time for. Instead of 
running around packing lunches, tossing 
clothes in the dryer and trying to organize 
socks throughout the week - take a Sunday 
afternoon and do nothing but some of those 
household items. By taking the time to focus 
on a few related tasks, rather then running all 
over the place, it allows you to really focus and 
be more efficient. !
Now 14 years in the business and three 
children that are no longer babies I have 
learned a thing or two about doing it all. !!!!!!!!
The following are some things I have done 
over the years to not only make running a 
business easier, but create balance: !



!
Take Sundays and Mondays off.  

The studio is closed, the staff is off and I am not expected to work at all for two days. Sundays I am 
with my family and Mondays the kids are now all in school so I actually have 6 hours of ME time. 
That time is spent any way it needs to be. Sometimes its to catch up on marketing, or work that 
requires concentration and alone time. Sometimes it’s to see Doctors and take care of my health. 
Other times it’s to have  a lunch date with my husband or just take a nap! !
Have a Late Night 

I have a lot of clients that have day jobs and since I do not work every weekend, the next best 
option was to create one late night during slow seasons, and during the busy Fall season - two late 
nights. I take appointments until 8pm and my kids have dinner with their Dad. My working clients 
love it and it helps with scheduling location sessions. !
Get Help 

I have found that I can’t afford not to have help. My time is best spent shooting and selling and 
therefore having help for the other things, such as filing, production and just cleaning the studio 
allows me to focus on what’s important. My husband also helps a lot these days. Back in the old 
days he was traveling and I was on my own. Now that he is around more, we split meal days and 
he often helps with carpool and even laundry. As two self employed working parents, managing 
our time and expectations, is crucial to a happy marriage. !
Have a Child Friendly Environment 

The definition of this has changed over the years -from having baby swings and spare diapers, to a 
child room that has a computer and a T.V with Netflix. Either way my kids are often by my side 
and are now old enough to pitch up and earn chore money. By working and having my kids close 
by it gives me a calmness and a balance that I need.  !
Group Similar Appointments Together 

It requires different energy to shoot, rather then sell or handle production. By scheduling back to 
back photo sessions whenever possible I can stay in the creative zone. Then the next day I can take 
a break and focus on ordering appointments or production. By grouping similar appointments 
together it allows me to stay focused on the related tasks. !
Outsource 

I focus on what I am good at and outsource things I am not. Using a retouching service like 
www.retouchup.com and working with a local framer has helped my business tremendously. !!

http://www.retouchup.com
http://www.retouchup.com


At the end of the day, realize it’s a journey. There is no perfect schedule, but rather a 
life that is continually evolving and transitioning.. The quest for perfection is actually 
unobtainable and if we can find a way to manage our time, ask for help and be there in 
a conscious state with our children and family then we can sleep well and know that 
we are doing what we were born to do. 
!
!

*** 
!
Ana Brandt lives with her family in Orange, California and runs her studio in Old 
Town Tustin.  
!
Pregnancy-Newborn website http://www.bellybabylove.com 
Main website - http://www.anabrandt.com 
For photographers - maternity clothing, mentoring, vides and workshops: 
http://www.thartofpregnancyandnewborn.net 
!
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